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How do humans learn a system of verbs?
Generalization plays important role: within and between
verbs
(I see → you see, ring/rang/rung → sing/sang/sung)
Inflection class: verbs conjugated in the same way
Inflection classes play role in language change (Hare &
Elman, 1995).
Recent sequence-to-sequence computer models to study
morphological processing (Elsner et al., 2019).
This study: Adaptive Resonance Theory as cognitive model
of learning of inflection classes.

Adaptive Resonance Theory
(Carpenter & Grossberg 1987)
Cognitively inspired neural network of category learning.
Explainability via critical feature patterns and no
catastropic forgetting as in backpropagation networks
(Grossberg, 2020).
Engineering applications in unsupervised, supervised and
reinforcement learning (Brito da Silva et al., 2019).
This study: ART1, clustering algorithm.
Input layer (new stimuli) and perception layer (learned
categories).
Vigilance parameter: more or less generalization.

Data representation
Concatenation of one-hot vectors per phoneme.
Fixed length, padded with empty characters at end.

Research questions:

Preliminary results

1. Can ART learn inflection classes from word forms?
2. Does ART learn better when data is structured as
conversation (same verb in same batch)?
3. Which categories does ART learn internally and what does
this tell about human cognition?

Clustering accuracy still low in current model.
Min and max cluster sizes vary with vigilance (see graph).
Different from gold min/max cluster sizes.

This poster: question 1
Future work: questions 2 and 3

Task: Unsupervised inflection class clustering
Cluster verb forms for different verbs into inflection classes.

Carpenter (2013)

Dataset: Romance Verbal Inflection Dataset
(Beniamine et al., 2020)
Phonetic word forms, with inflection classes for evaluation.
Latin portion of dataset.

Min (blue) and max (orange) cluster sizes for different vigilance values

Discussion
Current data representation may not be optimal: explore
data representations which accentuate resemblances
within inflection class.
Include meaning (distributional semantics) in data
representation: when form and meaning are given,
inflection class is latent variable.
Structure data as in conversation (same verb in batch)
Interpet categories learned by ART using critical feature
patterns (Grossberg, 2020).

